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Includes Modes, Arpeggios, Practice Scheduling, and Scale Applications. Master the
mechanics of single-string technique with this clear concise book and feel the creative freedom
that comes when your fingers easily express any musical idea you conceive. · Alternate,
economy, sweep, outside, and inside picking · Precise string damping and muting for clear
punchy tone · Anticipating and preventing fingering glitches · CAGED system fretboard
navigation · Intervallic exercises from 3rds through 7ths, with sequencing permutations to keep
your fingers and brain working for years to come · Developing natural phrasing senses ·
Breaking down the learning and memorization process · Making sure practice time produces
results · Sprint training regimen for efficiently building speed · Examples notated and tabbed with
exact picking and fingering · Includes password to download audio of all 114 examples
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Wes Carter, “A Great Study For Intermediate Guitarists. We guitar players are a jaded bunch that
find some kind of sadistic pleasure in pointing out the shortcomings of products, services, and
the work of other guitarists. I ordered Barrett Tagliarino's 'Interval Studies And Lead Guitar
Technique' with rather high expectations. I have three of his other books; 'Chord Tone Soloing',
'Rhythmic Lead Guitar', and 'Fretboard Workout'. I found all three of those books very
challenging to work with, which is a good thing. No, it's a great thing. Too many books try to
cover the same beginner material at the expense of the juicy challenging stuff that is the
hallmark of Barrett's books.'Interval Studies And Lead Technique' (from here on I will refer to as
ISALT to keep it short and because it sounds funny) is no exception. He starts the book the
same way he starts all of his books; he tells you what you need to do to make this book work for
you. In other words, you don't just read it and learn by osmosis. You have to integrate it into your
DAILY practice regimen or else it serves no purpose, which is no different than any guitar
instruction book. You have to apply yourself.ISALT covers fret hand mechanics, warm-up, and
stretching. He doesn't just tell you to warm up and stretch, he explains the hows and whys that
few others bother to do.The meat and potatoes of the book starts on page 18 with the CAGED
system and from there he tackles various scales and modes with interval exercises that will force
you to think about scales in a much different manner than most instructional methods do. You
won't be confined to boxes and playing neighboring notes. If you follow the exercises you will be
able to improvise melodies that are much more interesting without having to think about it.I have
a ton of guitar and music theory books, but lately I find myself almost exclusively using Barrett's
books. He has a very unique style of teaching that I have been able to connect with that has
helped my playing progress beyond my expectations. ISALT is helping me push forward even
further.I found little to complain about with this book. My biggest complaint is that it's not easy.
But that's what makes it worthwhile.One more thing: the book contains a link to download the
audio files to your computer, tablet, or smart phone. Since I rarely use a computer with a CD
ROM drive I found this pretty convenient. Just remember to download it over a wifi connection
instead of using your data plan because it is a pretty big file.”

davidb, “Great Technique and Theory Book for Lead Guitarists. This review is from my
perspective as a self-labeled intermediate guitarist. Instead of taking traditional guitar lessons, I
look for books that will teach me what I want to know so I can learn at home at my own pace. I
have read and worked through several of Barrett Tagliarino's guitar books over the last couple of
years and I have picked up a lot of knowledge from each of them.This is not a beginner book (if
you are just learning the guitar and theory, I would recommend starting with Barrett's Guitar
Fretboard Workbook first). The Interval Studies book being reviewed starts out with a brief look
at fret and pick hand technique, followed by a few pages on the CAGED system. After that, you
jump right into intervals, theory, and techniques such as sweep picking and economy picking.



Most interesting to me is a different way to look at modes. I have always struggled with
understanding how to use modes - I know what they are but never really figured out how to use
them in my playing. Barrett spends a significant part of this book teaching a different way to
look at modes that I am very interested in learning and applying.As with all of Barrett's books I
have read, these are geared towards the serious learner. If you want to study, practice, and
apply what you learn to your improvisation and playing then this book and Barrett's others will
likely deliver great results. You get out of it what you put into it. Don't let the page count (79)
make you think this book is thin on content - it is not. I have started with this book and it will take
me many months to work my way through the material and exercises with competence. The
book includes access to downloadable MP3 examples for each of the exercises.”

Dan'l, “With his methods you get not only first-class instruction by a professional musician but
also excellent advice, little golden nu. Thanks to Mr. Tagliarino, I have just entered a new phase
in my quest for guitar mastery. With his methods you get not only first-class instruction by a
professional musician but also excellent advice, little golden nuggets dropped here and there
throughout, on how to practice to make the best use of your time--a confusing issue for me and
for many would-be guitarists. Another huge plus is that this author makes himself available to his
readers. As busy as he is, you can interact with him. If you have a question about any of the
material in his books, he takes the time to give you a thoughtful answer. With that accessibility
and the thorough content in his books, you feel as if you're working with a live teacher. I am
going through three of his methods (also Rhythmic Lead Guitar and Chord Tone Soloing) and
keeping a practice log, and for the first time in a long while I truly feel I can reach my goal of
being a professional guitar player. I actually look forward to practice time every day, something I
haven't done in a long while. It feels as if every minute spent practicing is worthwhile now.
There's no wasted space in Barrett's courses: there's some real meat on these bones!”

Funkster, “For moderate/advanced lead guitarists with individuality, determination, patience and
discipline.. A lot of work went in to this book. Not just in writing it bur reaching the standard and
experience to do so with clarity. Straight away you know there is no bulls*** and as an
experienced lead guitarist this is what I need to progress. I need to progress to maintain interest
and by default sound good. At this point most lead guitarists musical development they either
robotically play scales as fast as robotically or get bored. This is a challenge but that's good. If
you buy it, approach it non egocentrically (its easy to get loads of compliments at moderate/
advanced level) but also not with despair (as it looks really hard). It is hard but and that's good.
Its written as a clear plan to achieve. A lot of guitar tuition books sell as a shortcut to greatness
which is a huge lie. You have to think outside the box and this is a key to do so. You have to
incorporate into your practice - otherwise you are wasting your money. If you are a moderate to
advanced level guitarist with the determination, patience and discipline to improve buy it.”



The book by Barrett Tagliarino has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 50 people have provided feedback.
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